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The Deceased 
Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan
May Allah Bless His Soul.

“Helping brothers and friends is a humanitarian duty. It’s 
friend’s duty to serve his friend’s needs. The Almighty 
creator has put, in the heavenly religions, rules for 
the human being to be in support for his brother; the 
most important of these rules are mercy and solidarity. 
Then, the able will assist the unable. To add, we cannot 
isolate ourselves from the rest of the world. Hence, we 
establish friendships in honor, cooperate in dignity, and 
help without arrogance or boastfulness; besides we 
stand by principles of equity and justice.”



His Highness
Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan
President of the United Arab Emirates

It is our nation’s right to be proud of all these great 
achievements that fills the modern history pages of 
the UAE since its inception; similarly, the father is 
proud of the grandfather’s history and the glory of the 
antecedents who brought these sublime works into 
reality and left us with a homeland with highly fluttering 
flags of freedom and esteem 



His Highness
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid
Al-Maktoum
Vice President –Prime Minister-
Ruler of Dubai

Our provided assistance conveys only our humanitarian 
goals and not directed by politics or limited by geography. 
It also does not exclude a race, a color or a religion. We 
are a global humanitarian capital and a reliving body 
for all needy people. We are not reluctant to support 
any brother, friend, afflicted, or needy anywhere. This 
is our mission in the world and this is our United Arab 
Emirates 



His Highness
Sheikh Humaid bin Rashid Al-Nuaimi
The Ruler of Ajman-Member of UAE Supreme Council

The achievements of Human Appeal International are 
evident either inside the UAE or outside it. Its efforts are 
exerted for serving the deserving orphans and poor. 
May Allah bless who support HAI secretary-general. 
They are sincere men who fear Allah and work day and 
night to gain His satisfaction. We ask the Almighty to 
keep it for them.    



ّ

His Highness
Sheikh Ammar bin Humaid
Al Nuaimi
Crown Prince of Ajman

Distinction is a national collaborative work for a better 
life



His Excellency
Ahmad Atiq Al-Jumairy
    Chairman 

His Excellency
Khalifa Rashid al-Sha’ali 
     Member 

His Excellency
Salem bin Ahmad Al-Nuaimi
    Secretary-General

His Excellency
Obeid Mohammad Juma’h Al-Matrushi
     Deputy of secretary general

His Excellency
Abeullah Mohammad Al- mowaja’i
    Member 

His Excellency
Mohammad bin AbduAllah Al-Homrani
    Member 

Sheikh
Khalid bin Zayed bin Saqer Al-Nahyan
     Vice-chairman 
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Towards a pioneering charitable work that serves our humanitarian 

mission and honorable values; HAI is bound constantly.

A humanitarian charitable worldwide non-governmental 
organization that tries to improve the circumstances of the needy 
through a comprehensive sustainable development. Its progress 
is based on: its principles, coping with the technical developments, 
looking towards excellence and leadership.

• Improving needy communities through working on developing 
its educational, health, social and economic circumstances.
• Contributing in the relief of the affected communities by natural 
disasters and social calamities.  
• Meeting the needs of orphans and improving their health, 
psychological and social circumstances.
• Strengthening the relation and ties between HAI and its rivals to 

find out the latest systems adopted by the nations in this field of 

work.

Our Vision…

Our Mission…

Our Goals…

 Together on

 the path of

 goodness
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A year passes by…another to come and people wait for HAI new 

achievements…!

It is a must that we should make a quick revision for our achievements 

this year. It is a vivid blooming march along the year. The civilized and 

enlightened communities are keen to live in freedom in all life aspects 

creating an area and adopting a compelling strategy to establish social 

foundations. Further, it was keen to ascribe lots of  its time to support 

its civilized plan employing the skills of  every individual who intends to 

preserve the extended family of  the society. 

The establishment of  the humanitarian organizations and charitable 

associations are greatly welcomed around the world and in the United 

Arab Emirates in particular where the charitable work occupies the 

prior place of  the public interests. In relation to this, the charitable work 

field witnessed an accelerated growth in the recent years in a way that 

made it occupy a great deal of  what it represents of  stable and rooted 

pillars in this generous country.      

Basing on this, HAI, that is the humanitarian arm of  the Ajman 

government, has executed the plans of  the strategic flow of  work 

amongst its administrations with the kind support of  H.H Sheikh Humaid 

bin Rashid Al-Nuaimi- The Ruler of  Ajman-Member of  UAE Supreme 

Council- who has a veracious sight that evaluates the charitable 

activities whether inside or outside the state.  H.H is greatly concerned 

in supporting the poor sectors.  

The efforts has been organized to execute the charitable projects 

where most of  it were culminated with success in various field in general 

and in the health, orphan hood and childhood care, family assistance, 

urgent relief  and educational aspects in particular. All the members 

of  HAI team have distinguished roles in the stage of  execution. They 

employed their utmost capacities, efforts and time willingly to provide 

the services and communicate with the needy as well as following this 

conditions bearing in mind to use the kind manner in dealing with this 

type of  sensitive people. Amongst other important sectors, HAI follows 

the conditions of  the widows, wives of  the sick and the disabled in order 

to ensure their needs and support their families. They are provided 

with the chance to join the small productive projects and get benefit 

of  their revenues to prevent begging. In this context, we do not forget 

the generous people who are attributed after Allah for sustaining the 

projects.    

May Allah bless the efforts of  all those who work for goodness and want 

to provide the best. I invite you, brothers and sisters, to be one of  the 

entrepreneurs and hast to work for the public benefit because it is one 

of  the characteristics of  the Muslim. I also ask the Almighty to bring our 

hearts together and protect all people from calamities.

Peace and blessings be upon you 

Our fruitful year 2011Our fruitful year 2011

Secretary-general
Salem bin Ahmad bin Abdulrahman Al-Nuaimi 
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International 
Descriptions International 
Descriptions 

Agreements with
 the UNICEFIt enjoys an advisory status 

in the economic council at 
the United Nations. 

An observer in the Governors’ 
Board of the International Fund 

for Agricultural Development

Member of international 
Council of Voluntary Agencies

 Geneva

Agreements with 
the United Nations 

Development Program

Agreements with the Arab Gulf 
Program for Development

 Riyadh

Agreements with the Office 
of the High Commissioner for 

Refugees

Permanent membership in 
the World Islamic Council for 

Advocacy and Relief
Cairo

 New York

 New York

 New York

 New York

 Rome



HAI programs and activities

The social program 

The health program 

The educational program 

The relief program

Drilling wells
Reclamation of agricultural land 
Distribution of food parcels 
House warming 

Productive families
Seasonal projects
Orphans’ sponsorships
Charitable Bread

Building clinics 
Running health convoys
Furnishing hospitals

Campaigns of children’s vaccine 
Surgeries 
Plans for the disabled 

School bags
Centers for vocational training
Preparing schools

Literacy centers
Women development centers
Building and maintaining mosques 

Reconstruction activities
Shipping in-kind stuff 
Health parcels
Food parcels

Children feeding centers
Providing medicine
Distribution of tents and blankets

HAI programs and activities

14



Proud of these

Sharejah award for voluntary work 2011
For the section of voluntary associations and non-profitable foundations in 
support for the educational field 

The award of H.H the Minister of Interior for distinction 
For the section of organizing events (for organizing the Orphan’s Smile 
festival)

Proud of these )2011(
)2011(

Al-Sharija Award for voluntary work

 H.E. Minister of Interior award for distinction
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HAI achievements in 
the UAE 2011



Projects executed during 2011: The UAE
Projects Budget:

Projects Number:

Sponsored Orphans’ Number:

25,711,606 AED

243 Projects

668 Orphans

No. The project The amount
AED

1 Zakah distribution 7,863,793

2
Building and maintaining 

houses 4,147,663

3 Helping a student 3,567,916

4 Orphan’s sponsorship 2,153,231

5 Food aid 2,017,446

6 Surrogated Haj 1,660,643

7 Fast breaking (Iftar) 976,042

8 Surplus food 891,980

9 Abstinent families’ sponsorship 873,685

10 Sponsoring pilgrims 429,500

11
Distribution of Adahi 

(sacrifices) 217,140

12
Distributing medicine and 

health care 202,304

13 Ramadan events contribution 200,000

14 Distribution of dressing 161,550

15 Sponsoring the disabled 105,594

16
Building and maintaining 

mosques 79,293

17 Distributing electric sets 71,600

18 Quran memorization centers 68,026

19 Running Ramadan Umra 24,200

Total 25,711,606

HAI has kept the constant support to the projects executed inside 
the UAE. In relation to this, 2011 witnessed a clear increase in 
the number as well as the value of various project types executed 
in a way that upholds HAI several programs including the health 
aspects besides the social programs that served our community 
effectively. It is worth mentioning that the project of zakah (alms) 
received the greatest share for it reached 8 million AED.

The Growth Index of HAI Projects’ Magnitude 2008 - 2011:

AED

AED

AED

AED

25,711,606

22,869,830

19,032,877

11,349,289

18
Cost/ AED

Projects executed in 2011:
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Human appeal international has managed to distribute 
about 7 million and 800 thousand AED of zakah 
amongst 15 thousand families in the UAE. This activity 
has been carried out along the holy Ramadan. The plan 
aimed at providing for the various needs of the limited 
income families in an average of 500 AED/ an immigrant 
family and 1000 AED/ a citizen family.   

The banquets of the fast-breaking meals has been 
arranged in 27 places in Ajman (25 mosques and 2 
tents) and followed up by 45 sponsors and workers. In 
fact, about 3600 meal daily were offered on a value of 
900 thousand AED being sponsored by a number of 
interested bodies and foundations besides a group of 
benevolents (Ajman police, Ajman university, Ajman 
trade and industry chamber, Al-Fatim charitable 
foundation).

Abstinent families 

Seasonal 

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries

9745 families

Samples of our projects in the UAE

93700 persons

Zakah (alms)

Fast breaking 



The provided help prevailed various aspects including food 
parcels. To illustrate, during 2011, HAI delivered about 
6800 food parcels for the abstinent families. In Ramadan, 
1200 parcels of it were delivered in the context of Al-Mair 
project. The distributed parcel consists of: rice, flour, milk, 
sugar…etc; in addition to the monthly distributed cash 
assistance for the families lacking daily means of living.

Social

The “student’s fund” is an umbrella for several activities, 
such as: providing for school tuition, distributing school 
bags, student’s sponsorship. To illustrate, school tuition 
were paid on behalf of about 4000 students whereas 2000 
school bags were distributed amongst deserving students. 
In brief, the project cost mounted to 1150 000 AED.

Educational

Student's fund

3860 students

Supporting the abstinent families 

11250 families

20

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries
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HAI distributed necessarily required electric sets 
amongst 100 families in the frame of the summer 
project in the UAE. The plan included the distribution of 
a number of refrigerators and air- conditioners for poor 
families after a field survey for analyzing the conditions 
of the deserving families. It is worth pointing out that 
HAI carries out this project for several years and it is 
not limited to the summer times.  

Social

Distributing electric sets 

117 families

This campaign prevailed various activities such as: 
supporting a poor pilgrim, surrogate Haj, Adahi, eid 
dressing. HAI took all needed procedures to carry the 
project of slaughtering and distributing the sacrificed 
animals (Al- Adahi). To add, HAI focused on the 
abstinent families, families of the widows and orphans. 
In sum, about 2000 families received back up from this 
plan. Further, HAI opened the chance of Haj for the 
limited income persons as well as the surrogate Haj 
opportunities. Moreover, a great number of children and 
orphans got benefit of the Eid dressing.

Al- Adha campaign (sacrifices)  

12435  persons

Samples of our projects in the UAE

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries

Seasonal 



Supporting women and family sector 
in the UAE

Sector Beneficiaries The amount 
AED

widows 2082 1,724,798

Married 786 519,613

Divorced 1321 666,364

Abandoned 394 213,538

Total 699 3,124,313

Statistics indicating the assistance offered to women’s projects 

widows

Married 

Divorced

Abandoned

1321

786

2082

394

Women are part of HAI team, in general whereas 
the Women Committee in particular has an effective 

role in strengthening the charitable work flow.The 
Committee exerts its utmost efforts and spends the 

greatest time willingly to support others and improve 
their lives; the most important activities carried out are 

as the following: 
- Following the conditions of the poor and abstinent 

families as well as the people with special needs to offer 
the required assistance.

- Contributing in the charitable markets and festivals that are 
organized in the UAE whose revenue is employed in funding 

charitable projects.
- The kind dealing with the sensitive sectors is the most notable 

trait of the committees’ tendency.
- Reviewing the conditions of the widows, divorced, wives of the sick 

and the disabled  to ensure all needs in addition to enrolling them in 
the small productive projects  

22
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It is a charitable project sponsored by Women 
Committee- HAI. In fact, the plan is realized in 
distributing the used Khaliji gowns “Abaya” that 
is in excellent conditions on the needy abstinent 
families. To illustrate, about 500 Abaya were 
distributed during Al-Fitr Eid (4 Abaya / a family). 
The project has brought happiness to the deprived 
poor abstinent families through providing Eid 
dressing similarly as other community members.

“Abayati” project

2243 women

The Women’s committee activities were concluded 
with the end of the “Creative Spaces” exhibition 
tailored for the orphans. The sixth session of the 
exhibition 2011 that exhibited the contribution of 600 
orphans representing 10 states prevailed: the UAE, 
Senegal, Somali, Jordan, Kosovo, Lebanon, Kyrgyz, 
Bosnia, Sudan, and Palestine. Sheikh Majed bin Saed 
bin Rashid Al-Naimi-chairman of rulers’ court in Ajman 
has inaugurated “Creative Spaces” that included many 
aspects: literary creativity, artistic creativity, electronic 
creativity, media creativity in addition to the distinguished 
orphan’s competition. Various distinguished orphans 
won   the awards in various aspects of exhibition.  

“Creative Spaces” exhibition

Samples of our projects in the UAE

Beneficiaries



Human Appeal International tries to support the poor 
pilgrims in the UAE travelling to Mecca for the first 
time. In this context, about 41 pilgrims were prepared 
and fully supported to go in their journey. The value 
of this plan reached 515,442 AED. This kind act was 
encountered by great delight from the benefiting 
abstinent families for HAI managed to make of their 
dearest wishes come true. For long time, they dreamt 
of visiting the holy mosques and to fulfill one of Islam 
pillars.  

Supporting a poor pilgrim

41 pilgrims 

The idea of this project is manifested in collecting the 
food and drinks of the wedding parties that exceed 
the needs of the invitees to be reallocated for the poor 
families. The idea of this plan emerged from the need 
to increase the shared happiness of the occasion from 
one hand and help the people to find a benefitable 
way for the surplus food to be distributed on the needy 
to get Allah’s blessing. This plan will prevent possible 
wasting and lavishness.

Surplus food project

17850 families

24

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries
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The Women Committee has executed its 
campaign “a gift for each orphan” inside the 
UAE. The campaign that gathers gifts for 
orphans has been encountered with great 
interaction from various social institutions 
and private foundations. The Committee has 
succeeded in gathering more than 5 thousand 
presents to be distributed amongst orphans 
who were extremely delighted for the social care 
in general and for HAI care in particular.     

“A gift for each orphan” campaign 

As an appreciation for HAI efforts exerted in the 
Emirati community, many of students in schools 
and universities visit HAI to get acquainted with 
its achievements as well as donating for the 
needy. In return, Women Committee organizes 
activities to receive most of the delegates; to add, 
the committee arranges for many exhibitions and 
events at various educational establishments 
inside the UAE to enhance the concepts of charity 
in students’ and instructors’ minds besides keeping 
in touch with the most important social sector.

Contact with educational establishments 

Samples of our projects in the UAE
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Orphans’ sponsorship



Orphans’ sponsorship

Orphans’ general budget 2011 

General number of sponsored orphans

Number of sponsored orphans during 2011

103,507,249 AED

53,670 Project

6304 Orphans

Number of HAI sponsored orphans 
distributed according to the country 
and the annual budget 2011:

No.  State Orphans’
number Budget

1 UAE6682153231

2 Senegal28985107844

3 Niger515679247

4 Sudan553610080981

5 Indonesia14788602

6 Somalia16722141870

7 Jordan618911457079

8 Palestine1743338389263

9 Lebanon39647394621

10 Bosnia37407088828

11 Bangladesh209364212

12 India9961956733

13 Yemen888879104

14 Iraq39517314608

15 Kyrgyz26344318788

16 Kosovo22304092238

 Total53670103507249

Since the inception of this project, Orphans’ sponsorship has 
achieved peerless success and remarkable effects. The project that 
supported thousands of orphans and their families grows daily. In 
other words, the sponsored orphans during 2011 amounted to more 
than 53 thousand orphans distributed amongst 16 countries enjoying 
comprehensive health and social care.

The growth index of the sponsored orphans’ number  2008- 2011 :

53670

51020

48577

42777

Fruits of 2011

28

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans
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Country

Benefiting cases

 Total of transmitted
 amounts

TOTAL   : 175399 AED

Senegal

1

4488

Niger

3

8690

Sudan

5

9964

Jordan

7

31977

 Palestine

7

16616

Lebanon

17

21411

Bosnia

1

1905

Iraq

4

37383

Kyrgyz

8

11425

Kosovo

2

31540

The project supports the orphan and his/ her family members who are in 
need for a surgery that cannot be afforded for. The program also addresses 
the orphans’ families that have been hurt from natural disasters or wars. It 
is worth mentioning that the amount ascribed through the sponsorship is 
not enough; thus, this program meets such urgent needs.  

As an indication of HAI care to the orphan Yasin Nasif 
from Iraq, HAI office there has established a house 
for his family. Previously, they lived in an unsuitable 
extension. In addition, HAI has furnished the house 
and supplied all required electric sets. The project 
cost about 47 thousand AED and was established on 
200 sq. m.  

HAI office in Lebanon rushed to put an end to Ahmad’s 
suffer who experienced inborn troubles in urinary 
system. The required surgery was conducted and he 
enjoys good health and experiences his ordinary life 
excellently.  

The project of medical 
and social relief for 
orphans

Maintaining and Furnishing 
Orphan’s House

General number of HAI executed cases 2011:

Surgery for orphans



 Country

 Number of
supervisors

 Total  :  226  Supervisors

Kyrgyz

16

Kosovo

13

Bosnia

19

Jordan

46

Lebanon

38

Sudan

44

Senegal

20

 Iraq

28

Niger

2

Numbers of supervisors:

More than 200 supervisors distributed on HAI working 
areas are responsible to follow up the orphans. Thus, 
the administration of childhood and orphan hood has 
put forward the plans to qualify and train the supervisors 
to promote their skills in dealing with the orphans.

Qualifying the orphans’ supervisors 

Orphans’ 
comprehensible care

Health care
331740 AED

90848 AED

205579 AED

857716 AED

130743 AED

1726416 AED
Social care

Sponsors’ performance development

Educational care

Distinguished orphans’ care

Mothers’ educational and social care

Aspects of the offered care:
Health care for orphans takes place through 
arranging for comprehensive medical check, conducting 
health education courses for mothers and different sport 
programs and offering urgent health assistance.
Cultural and educational care for orphans 
offered via inspecting them in their schools, conducting 
remedial classes and educational courses as: computer 
course, English language course, literacy courses and 
others.
Social care via various activities as home visits to 
the orphans, purposeful entertainment journeys as well as 
visiting orphans in their private occasions.
Special care for distinct orphans 
manifested through enrolling them in specialized clubs 
and providing them with their needs to exercise their sport, 
scientific, artistic and cultural hobbies.  

General budget of comprehensive care for 2011: 3343042 AED

30
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The amount
AED

Number of supervisors

Country

152675

36

Bosnia

12845

10

Sudan

50976

9

Kosovo

102646

28

Jordan

33943

8

Senegal

20185

4

Iraq

7360

1

Lebanon

 380638

96

Total

Small-projects 

In fact, the sponsorship amount is not sufficient to meet all the orphans’ requirements. 
Thus, HAI provides loans for orphans’ families so as to establish private projects. 
Further, it creates a space of time to repay the loans during two years through easy 
payments. After years, we touched great development in relation to the financial 
aspect for most of the families who undertaken the experience. Hence, HAI decided 
to expand the number of beneficiaries. HAI invites all the benevolent to finance 
its activities as “ongoing charity” to be circulated amongst orphans’ families. The 
mechanism of its circulation is manifested in paying the loan to another family after 
the first pays it back. The total of the executed projects exceeded 770 projects during 
2011 for more than a million and a half AEd.

Number of small executed projects 2011

In the context of HAI efforts to develop the plan, the responsible administration for childhood and orphans affairs undertook 
a qualitative procedure during 2011. It planned to import the orphans’ mothers products to sell it in the local Emirati market. 
The activity was encountered with great success for it found many customers. In the current times, HAI is keen to develop it 
strategically to create new chances for its growth so as to support the orphans’ families.

Small projects growth
(2006- 2011)

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011



Under the auspices of 
Sheik Ammar bin Humaid Al-NaimiThe Crown Prince-Ajman  

«Orphans Smile» festival IV

..Thanks for festival sponsors..

H.E. Minister 
of Interior 
award for 
distinction

HAI received the award of distinction presented by H.E. Minister of Interior for 
its good organization in “ Orphan’s Smile” festival IV during 2011 

32

Ajman has witnessed a prominent event in 2011 on the charitable 
field. The effects of the event prevailed all the parts of the UAE. 
Further, it broke out to the Gulf Coordination Council as well as 
the Arab and regional councils. Human Appeal International, 
under the auspices of H.H Sheik Ammar bin Humaid Al-Naimi- 

the crown prince of Ajman- has arranged for the events of the 
«Orphan's Smile» festival IV along the 16th and the 17th of April. 
It is worth noting that a tremendous number of establishments, 
foundations, government bodies, private institutions, guests and 
a media crowd. 
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The events lasted for two days on the following arrangement :

«Orphan's Smile» party

Human Appeal International has arranged for a great party 
on the occasion of «Orphan's Smile» festival.  The members 
of directors’ board and secretary general received H.H Sheik 
Ammar bin Humaid Al-Naimi- the crown prince of Ajman-to 
inaugurate the festival . At first, the crown prince took a tour 
on the orphans’ handicrafts exhibition where he expressed 
his admiration to the distinguished orphans’ works. Then, H.H 
Sheik Al-Naimi headed for the party hall where orphans from 
inside and outside the UAE performed several parts on the 
stage. Reaching the end of the festival, Sheik Ammar offered 
the orphans some gifts and honored the sponsors of the event. 

Open day events
H.H Sheik Humaid bin Ammar Al-Naimi- Ajman crown 
prince’s son -has honored the inauguration of the open 
day events. The 16th of last April has witnessed the first 
events of the festival. The open day includes 6 events: 
theater activities, drawing, heritage studio, cartoon 
characters, treasure hunt games; moreover, presents 
have been distributed amongst sponsored orphans 
and other contributing children with the presence of 
various specialized bodies.
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Achievements of HAI 
outside offices 



Palestine 

66,239,494 AED

273 Projects

17433 Orphans

No. Name The amount
AED

1 Orphans’ sponsorship 38,389,263

2 charitable bread 8,425,793

3 Preparing schools and 
universities 8,089,087

4 Fast breaking (Iftar) 4,200,289

5 Productive families 1,587,176

6 Building and maintaining 
mosques 1,311,200

7 Preparing and furnishing 
medical clinics 1,096,419

8 Distributing Zakah (Alms) 768,414

9 Health care 565,347

10 Zakah Al-Fitr (Alms) 
Distributing 562,378

11 Qualifying the disabled 504,768

12 Events for orphans and 
disabled 283,853

13 Distributing Eid dressing 204,608

14 Helping students 128,432

15 Distributing sacrifice meat 104,803

16 Family sponsorship 17,664

Total 66,239,494

HAI keeps implementing projects in 16 fields during 2011. The 
total expenses exceeded 66 million AED. The project of orphans’ 
sponsorship and the charitable bread are the most important plans 
that HAI teams carry out in the West bank and Gaza strip.

The growth index of HAI projects magnitude in Palestine 2008- 2011:

38389263

37901792

27850231

33137291

36

Projects Budget:

Projects Number:

Sponsored Orphans’ Number:

Projects executed during 2011: 

Projects executed in 2011:

Cost/ AED

Projects

Projects

Projects

Projects

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans
AEDAED

AED AED
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Samples of our projects in Palestine 

It is one of the most important plans that HAI carries out in Palestine 
it served thousands of families daily. To do so, HAI establishes 
charitable bakeries that distribute bread on previously studied 
deserving families especially of limited-income ones.

In the first charitable wedding to occur in the West Bank, 46 
disabled bride and bride groom were carried in procession to their 
homes amongst their families who arrived to Nablus from different 
areas to share the happiness besides a group of officials.

The condition of the kidney patient in Gaza Strip is not similar to any 
other patient. The decrease of the washing times from three times 
to once a week as a result from the lack of medicine, machines and 
hospitals means that the poisoning materials will be accumulated 
in the patient’s body leading to a slow death. Hence, HAI planned 
to provide Al-Shfa’ hospital with two dialysis machines to rescue 
patients. 

Charitable bread

104 thousand families 

Dialysis machines 

455 persons

The disabled wedding 

46 persons

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries



Sudan 

12,648,730 AED

152 Projects

5,536 Orphans

Projects executed in 2011:

المبلغ بالدرهم

10080981

9769140

2567749

3195675

Amongst the most prominent achieved projects outside the UAE, HAI 
managed to carry out 16 projects in Sudan. To illustrate, expenditures 
were the highest on orphan-related plans (10,080,981 AED); the second 
in expenditures is the plan of Zakah Money (Alms) that cost 439,024 AED 
while the project of family sponsorship cost 179, 052 AED. Above that, 
HAI implemented several projects: building mosques, distributing Adahi 
meat, fast-breaking, school requirements, doctor sponsorship, health 
care, teacher sponsorship, productive families’ projects, food assistance, 
families’ sponsorship, and clinics. In brief, HAI concluded the year 2011, in 
Sudan, with a total expenditures reaching 12.6 AED. 

The growth index of HAI projects magnitude in Palestine 2008- 2011:
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Projects executed during 2011: 

Projects Budget:

Projects Number:

Sponsored Orphans’ Number:

Cost/ AED

Projects

Projects

Projects

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans

AEDAED

AED AED

No project name The amount
AED

1 Orphans’ sponsorship 10,080,981

2 Building mosques 627,920

3
Distributing Zakah 
(Alms) 439,024

4
Adahi distribution 
(sacrifices) 300,074

5
Zakah Al-Fitr (Alms) 
Distributing 260,382

6 Educational projects 226,177

7 Families’ sponsorship 176,052

8 Fast-breaking 122,254

9 Distributing Eid dressing 93,159

10 Productive families 70,304

11 Drilling wells 63,057

12 Clinics 60,628

13 Food assistance 53,713

14 Health care 37,701

15
sponsoring teacher and a 
doctor 37,304

Total 12,648,730
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Samples of our projects in Sudan

“Al-Rfqah Al-Saleha” (the good companions) is considered one 
of the most important orphanages that HAI established in Sudan. 
Further, it worked hard to provide all needed most modern tools 
to train the orphans. In relation to this orphanage, HAI attached a 
computer department qualified with all computers, chairs, courses 
requirements. Further, more than 2000 orphans in Khartum get 
benefit of this plan as well as developing the mothers’ skills in 
using computers.     

Qualifying an orphanage with 
a computer department 

3350 persons

In the Blue Nile state, HAI team in Sudan noticed that some 
schools lack the drinking water. Thus, it rushed to provide 
schools with drinking water tanks. Consequently, regular 
attendance of students started to be noticed besides improving 
students’ health conditions. In fact, more than 1400 students 
were supported through this project.    

Providing schools with water

1440 persons

In the context of HAI implemented plans in Kasala, dressing and 
shoes were distributed amongst the Eritreans refugees in their 
camps where HAI manages the affairs there in cooperation with 
the United Nation High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). 
Through this plan, HAI managed to support more than 2000 
refugees along four stages.   

Dressing for refugees’ camps

2230 persons

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries



Jordan 

14,061,372 AED

237 Projects

6,189 Orphans

Human Appeal International succeeded in implementing 13 projects in the 
Jordanian Hashemite Kingdom along 2011. Orphans’ projects occupied the 
first rank in the expenditures list for it cost 11.457.079 AED. In the second 
rank of expenditures was the charitable bread project cost 1.669.006 AED. 
HAI also carried out other projects related to society and health. To illustrate, 
families’ sponsorship cost 183.101 AED while fast-breaking cost 61.162 AED 
and Zakah Al-Fitr (alms) cost 75.514 AED. Moreover, HAI ascribed a budget to 
spend on projects of: Eid dressing, productive families, establishing mosques, 
drilling wells, students’ needs, and Quran memorization centers. The total 
expenditures of HAI projects in Jordan reached 13.996.950 AED. 

NO project name The amount
AED

1 Orphans’ sponsorship 11,457,079

2 Charitable bread 1,669,006

3 Building mosques 369,491

4 Families’ sponsorship 183,101

5 Zakah Al-Fitr (Alms) 
Distributing 75,514

6 Distributing Zakah 
(Alms) 71,580

7 Fast-breaking 61,162

8 Health care 58,133

9 Supporting students 50,507

10 Distributing Eid dressing 33,764

11 Productive families 19,853

12 Drilling wells 12,182

Total 14,061,372

11457079

10957105

2604293

2881175

The growth index of HAI projects magnitude in Jordan 2008- 2011:
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Projects executed during 2011: 

Projects Budget:

Projects Number:

Sponsored Orphans’ Number:
Projects executed in 2011:

Cost/ AED

Projects

Projects

Projects

Projects

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans

AED

AEDAED

AED
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Samples of our projects in Jordan

HAI team found it necessary to Alienate 22 wheel chairs in support 
of 22 disabled in Al-Dalil area- Al-Zarqa governorate to help them 
in meeting various requirements. HAI is quiet keen to put an end to 
the suffering of these families in offering the wheel chairs. 

Alienating wheel chairs 

22 disabled persons    

44 families

51 persons

Taking in consideration the notable increase of the people suffering 
from diabetes, the need for diabetes check sets is multiplied. 
Hence, HAI took the needed procedures to alienate 51 patients the 
needed set in: Al-Mafraq, Al-Karak, Al-Tafelah, Ma’an. In this way, 
HAI secure the possible amount of safety and prevent any further 
health complexities.

Alienating diabetes check sets 

44 families of orphans, in Dair-Abi-Saed belonging to Al-Dalil area, 
were alienated a sewing machine with some of its requirements. 
The families were categorized of limited income families; thus HAI 
planned to ensure a stable source of income. Further, HAI tailored 
the suitable project for these families; to illustrate, HAI team made 
sure that they are able to manage the project especially that they 
have previous experience in the field.    

Sewing machines alienations 

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries



Iraq 

7,905,487 AED

40 Projects

3,951 Orphans

NO project name The amount
AED

1
Orphans’ 
sponsorship 7,314,608

3
Distributing Zakah 
(Alms) 262,053

4 Drilling wells 114,963

5 Zakah AlFitr  
(Alms)Distributing 53,434

6 Fast-breaking 53,434

7 Assisting families 44,895

8 Eid dressing 41,124

9 Food assistance 20,976

المجمـــــــــــوع الكلــي 7,905,487

In the context of HAI constant efforts, it addressed several needy 
communities with suitable developmental projects in various Iraqi 
districts. The most important project implemented there was the 
orphans’ project with a cost exceeding 7 million AED; in addition 
to the seasonal plans such as: fast-breaking, distributing Adahi 
meats besides other projects touching the everyday suffer of Iraqi 
citizens. 

7314608

7770214

590879

1807930

The growth index of HAI projects magnitude in Iraq 2008- 2011:
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Projects Budget:

Projects Number:

Sponsored Orphans’ Number:

Projects executed during 2011: 

Cost/ AED

Projects implemented in 2011:

Projects

Projects

Projects

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans

AED

AEDAED

AED
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Samples of our projects in Iraq 

HAI team in Iraq found it necessary to distribute sets of blood 
pressure checking in Baghdad as a confronting measure 
for the increased number of blood pressure patients. In 
this regard, HAI team provided the addressed sector of 
people aging 55 - 80 years with guiding instructions for 
correct use of the sets. 

Alienating blood pressure sets

85 persons

Human Appeal International, in Iraq, has carried out 
an important developmental project to dig out and 
desalinate water in Al-Ghaith village- AL-Muthanna 
governorate. The project took about six months and 
served 4350 people. 

Desalination stations

4350 persons

HAI selected some poor families in AL-Muthanna 
governorate/ south Iraq to be listed in the help plan. 
To add, a refrigerator (13 feet) has been provided, air 
conditioner (size 2500), electric boiler (120 liter) and other 
electric sets.   

Furnishing a poor family’s house

37 persons

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries



Lebanon 

14,230,560 AED

176 Projects

3,964 Orphans

NO project name The amount
AED

1 Orphans’ sponsorship 7,394,621

2 Charitable bread 6,268,802

3 Disabled sponsorship 178,017

4
Distributing Zakah Al-
Fitr (Alms) 109,222

5 Distributing Zakah (Alms) 78,016

6 Fast-breaking 61,162

7 Eid dressing 55,844

8 sponsoring a teacher 44,160

9 Health care 32,422

10 Assisting families 8,294

Total 14,230,560

Human Appeal International has executed 176 projects in Lebanon 
in the value of 14 million AED during 2011. The projects comprised 
plans in various social, health and education fields. However, the 
most costly plan was spending on orphans for 7 million AED. In the 
second rank was the charitable bread for 6 million AED. Tvhe disabled 
sponsorship cost 178.017 AED and  distributing Zakah Al-Fitr (Alms) 
cost 109.222 AED respectively. In reality, the list of achieved projects 
included: health care, Eid dressing, Zakah (Alms), fast-breaking, 
sponsoring a teacher, assisting families.  

7394621

6779833

6835939

10214515

The growth index of HAI projects magnitude 2008- 2011:
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Projects Budget:

Projects Number:

Sponsored Orphans’ Number:

Projects executed during 2011: 

Projects implemented in 2011:

Cost/ AED

Projects

Projects

Projects

Projects

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans

AEDAED

AED AED
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Samples of our projects in Lebanon

The project prevails the distribution of wood heaters as well as the 
fuel. About 15 poor families got benefit of the wood heaters as well as 
half a ton of wood. The distributed fuel served 54 needy families living 
in Ersal and Baalbak area at al-Biqaa governorate 

Winter heating tools

450 persons 

The economic crisis has caused so many financial complexities for 
many Lebanese families to the extent that they fall short to secure 
essentially needed food requirements. Thus, HAI executed many 
activities for distributing food materials on Lebanese families residing 
at various parts in Lebanon. The distributed parcels include essential 
food materials such as: rice, flour, oil, canned food and sugar.  

Food distribution

645 persons

In this context, HAI has arranged 8 fast breaking banquets in support 
for the needy and orphan- families. Added to this, about 1100 families 
of orphans got benefit of the food parcels project. Further, HAI team 
executed the project of Eid dressing for some males and females less 
than fifteen years old; in relation to the dressing plan, about 7690 
members of poor families were supported. According to a previous 
study, HAI found it beneficial to execute the plan on Tripoli and its 
camps “Akar”, Biruit and its camps, Al-Kharoup territory, Saida and 
its camps, Suor and its camps.  

Seasonal projects

7690 persons

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries



Kyrgyz

5,765,252 AED

118 Projects

2,634 Orphans

Projects implemented in 2011:

NO project name The amount
AED

1 Orphans’ sponsorship 4,318,788

2 Medical clinics 515,310

3
Building and maintaining 
mosques 338,585

4 Fast-breaking 108,711

5 Drilling wells 107,200

6 Urgent relief 73,600

7 Building schools 69,920

8
Adahi distribution 
(sacrifices) 51,888

9 Zakah Al-Fitr (alms) 51,579

10 Eid dressing 46,515

11 Health care 36,169

12 Distributing Zakah (Alms) 29,072

13 Supporting students 17,915

Total 5,765,252

HAI succeeded to carry out 118 projects in Kyrgyz with a total budget of 
5,7 AED. To illustrate, the expenditures on the orphans’ projects were the 
highest reaching 4,318,788 AED; while the amount spent on mosques 
establishment and maintenance was the second in the list of HAI budget 
there (338,585 AED). Then, fast-breaking project cost 108,711 AED. Not 
only that but HAI project list included drilling wells (107 AED) and spent 
51 thousand AED on distributing Adahi meat (sacrifice). Above all, HAI 
spent also in Eid dressing, urgent relief, building schools, health care and 
medical clinics. 

4318788

3842216

1446464

2461996
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Projects Budget:

Projects Number:

Sponsored Orphans’ Number:

Projects executed during 2011: 

The growth index of HAI projects magnitude in Kyrgyz 2008- 2011:

Cost/ AED

Projects

Projects

Projects

Projects

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans
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AED AED
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Samples of our projects in Kyrgyz

HAI has consulted and cooperated with Kyrgyz 
government to send relief convoys to Bankin and Owsh 
that are 1200 km far from the capital. The convoy carried 
food and health stuff that were distributed amongst the 
afflicted people suffering from complicated humanitarian 
conditions.    

Supporting earth quick victims 

21500 persons

One of HAI recent projects that is implemented in Kamin 
governorate inhabited with 40 thousand citizens. In fact, 
the hospital has been prepared with 70 beds, 40 tables, 
40 chairs, 40 cupboards, 3 refrigerators in addition to 
different blankets. 

Equipping a hospital

35000 persons

The new medical center has been established in Moras 
Ordo village – in Bishkik suburbs. The center comprises 
13 rooms for the following specializations: dentistry, 
gynecology, general medicine, pediatrics, surgery, and 
cardiology; in addition to a nursery room. The center 
has been qualified with the most modern medical 
equipments.  

Inaugurating a medical center

10300 persons

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries



Bosnia 

8,363,715 AED

144 Projects

3,740 Orphans
NO project name The amount

AED

1 Orphans’ sponsorship 7,088,828

2 Building mosques 910,377

3 Productive families 69,422

4 Fast-breaking 69,371

5 Health care 61,831

6
Distributing Zakah Al-
Fitr (Alms) 51,579

7 Distributing Eid dressing 40,995

8 Supporting students 32,064

9
Distributing Zakah 
(Alms) 29,458

10 Food assistance 9,790

Total 8,363,715

 

Reaching the end of 2011, the total expenditures of HAI in Bosnia mounted 
to 8.363.628 AED distributed on 12 projects. Spending on orphans’ affairs 
was the highest (7.088.828 AED) followed by projects related to mosques 
(910.377 AED). To add, the achieved projects also include: fast-breaking 
plan (69.371 AED) , Quran memorization (31.316AED), health care 
(60.024 AED), productive families (69.422 AED), Zakah (29.458 AED) and 
Eid dressing (40.995 AED) as well as sponsoring the disabled, Zakah Al-
Fitr (alms), food assistance and school bags. 

7088828

7049921

1274887

365983

The growth index of HAI projects magnitude in Bosnia 2008- 2011:
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Projects Budget:

Projects Number:

Sponsored Orphans’ Number:

Projects executed during 2011: 

Projects implemented in 2011:

Cost/ AED

Projects

Projects

Projects

Projects

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans

AED

AEDAED

AED
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Samples of our projects in Bosnia

HAI team in Bosnia has reconstructed 6 houses. The plan 
helped to settle 6 families of the poor returning immigrants 
in a way that created a good integration atmosphere 
socially. The plan has been applied in the following areas: 
Moustar, Drigentsa, Tozla, Srirntsa. It is worth noting that 
HAI has established many similar hoses in the last years 
in an attempt to host these needy families.

Reconstructing houses

6 families

HAI planned to serve 135 poor families mostly of orphan 
families. Through the plan, 40,5 tons of compacted 
sawdust; each family received 300 kg. The activity took 
place on: Sarayivo, Al-Yash, Fogoshta, Al-yija, Zintissa, 
Jifntsa, Tozla, Zafidofitsh. 

Providing firewood

135 families

HAI office in Bosnia has distributed 1790 Adahi 
(sacrifices) on the Islamic schools, public kitchens, 
refugees’ camps, disabled centers and social centers 
at Bosnia territories such as: Tozla, Sarayivo, Zintissa, 
Bitatsh, Moustar, Middle Bosnia. This plan served 42960 
people.  

Distributing frozen meat 

429560 persons
Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries



Kosovo

4,615,713 AED

61 Projects

2,230 Orphans

NO project name The amount
AED

1 Orphans’ sponsorship 4,092,238

2 Maintaining mosques 165,600

3 Drilling wells 139,188

4
Distributing Zakah 
(Alms) 83,043

5 Fast-breaking 49,371

6 Distributing Eid 
dressing 40,995

8 Health care 39,352

9 Assisting families 5,926

Total 4,615,713

Similar to other countries that were affected by the severe surrounding 
circumstances, Kosovo witnesses a notable increase in the orphans’ 
numbers. Consequently, expenditures on orphans occupied the first rank on 
the schedule of HAI accomplished projects there. To illustrate, HAI ascribed 
4.092.238 AED on the projects   related to orphans while 139.188 AED was 
spent on plans of drilling wells. In the third place was Zakah Al-Fitr (Alms 
69.243AED). Added to this, various projects were executed there such as: 
productive families, fast breaking, Eid dressing, Zakah (Alms), building and 
maintaining mosque, health care. In sum, the total expenditures on the 
nine implemented projects in Kosovo mounted to 4.435.107 AED.

4092238

3828462

523475

371129

The growth index of HAI projects magnitude in Kosovo 2008- 2011:
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Projects executed during 2011: 

Projects Budget:

Projects Number:

Sponsored Orphans’ Number:

Projects implemented in 2011:

Cost/ AED

Projects

Projects

Projects

Projects

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans
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Samples of our projects in Kosovo

A number of primary school students suffering from sight 
problems undergone medical checkups by specialized 
medical team. According to the recommendations, the 
patients were granted the prescribed glasses.  

Alienating medical glasses

137 students

During winter, Human appeal International launched the 
campaign of “let us make them warm”. The idea of the 
campaign found a great support of the benevolent. In a 
related context, Kosovo received great share of the fire 
woods distributed amongst poor families for Kosovo depends 
heavily on the woods as a heating source.

Fire woods

630 persons

In the context of Eid seasonal programs, HAI carries out the 
plan of dressing for children and orphans to draw smile on 
their innocent faces when they dress new clothes. Through 
this plan, HAI tries to support their poor families. To serve the 
widest possible sector, HAI carries out this plan yearly in the 
Islamic religious occasions (Al-Adha and Al-Fitr Eids). 

Eid dressing 

770 persons

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries



Senegal 

7,044,380 AED

136 Projects

2,898 Orphans
NO project name The amount

AED

1 Orphans’ sponsorship 5,107,844

2 Building mosques 1,110,847

3 Drilling wells 296,196

4
Distributing Zakah Al-
Fitr (Alms) 139,973

5 Fast-breaking 132,427

6
Adahi distribution 
(sacrifices) 103,776

7 Distributing Eid dressing 47,987

8 Assisting a student 30,050

9 Running clinics 25,245

10
Distributing Zakah 
(Alms) 24,034

11 Supporting schools 14,246

12 Sponsoring a family 5,922

13 Productive families 5,833

Total 7,044,380

HAI has concluded its activities in Senegal during 2011 with 136 projects 
with a budget of 7044380 AED. In this regard, the projects of the orphans 
have headed the list of expenditures with 5.107.844 AED. Establishing 
mosques has occupied the second place with 1.110.847 AED. The cost of 
drilling wells there mounted to 296.196 AED while 139.973 AED was spent 
on Zakah Al-Fitr. To add, other projects were carried out including: Adahi 
(sacrifice)-  Zakah-24.034AED, running medical clinics- 25.245AED; in 
addition to plans related to families’ sponsorship, productive families, food 
assistance, educational projects.

5107844

4715421

1936536

2224150
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Projects executed during 2011: 

Projects Budget:

Projects Number:

Sponsored Orphans’ Number:
Projects implemented in 2011:

Cost/ AED

The growth index of HAI projects magnitude in Senegal 2008- 2011:
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Projects

Projects
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Orphans
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Orphans
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AED AED
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Samples of our projects in Senegal

HAI office in Senegal has distributed school requirements on some 
of the sponsored orphans besides students from Dakar district: “Kir 
Masar, Malika, Yumbol”. This year witnesses a notable increase in 
the number of beneficiaries either orphans or the children of the 
district. Similarly, beneficiaries increased as a result of planning for 
developmental projects such as: mothers’ development projects, 
the support provided to the sport society.

Students’ requirements

530 students

HAI office in Senegal continues its support to Abu-Hurairah 
dispensary at Anighimi that is inhabited by 10 thousand citizens 
mostly women, children and elderly. Besides running this center, 
HAI has qualified it with various services such as providing solar 
refrigerators as well as providing motors for urgent transfer of the 
medical team.  

Abu-Hurairah dispensary 

11450 persons

Human Appeal International found it necessary to alienate the 
farmers at “Nighigan” village at “Tiyas” territory some horses to 
support agriculture there. In this way, HAI team facilitated their 
transfer as well as their products. Further, the farmers get benefit of 
the horses in improving the lineage of the animals.   

Providing farmers with horses

36 families

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries



Somalia 

5,570,037 AED

88 Projects

1,672 Orphans

NO project name The amount
AED

1 Urgent relief 2,155,723

2 Orphans’ sponsorship 2,141,870

3 Health campaign 647,877

4 Drilling wells 336,276

5 Seasonal projects 149,592

6 Running food centers 138,699

Total 5,570,037

2141870

1313592

3428167

791760

Taking into consideration that Somalia has encountered a humanitarian 
crisis during 2011; the total of HAI accomplished projects in Somalia is 
manifested is eighty eight main projects. The most prominent is the urgent 
relief that occupied the first rank on the list of expenditures for 2155723 
AED. In the second place was orphans’ project (2.141.870 AED). Following 
this was drilling wells that mounted to 336.276 AED. The total expenditures 
in Somalia reached 5.570.037 AED.  
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Projects executed during 2011: 

Projects Budget:

Projects Number:

Sponsored Orphans’ Number:

Projects implemented in 2011:

Cost/ AED

The growth index of HAI projects magnitude in Somalia 2008- 2011:
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Samples of our projects in Somalia

Human Appeal International has run a feeding center for 
children at Talih Camp- Banader governorate. Through this 
activity, HAI was glad to serve hundreds of the displaced 
children who were suffering from malnutrition. Their families 
were forced to leave their homes at the African Horn because 
of the drought that hit the place recently; hence, they are 
facing hard times and complicated health conditions. 

Children feeding centers

184500 children

HAI has launched a health convoy including many medical 
specializations and a complete medical team being supported 
with various kinds of medicine and children vaccines. Hence, 
the medical team has managed to serve more than 2000 
persons coming from distant places to Maqadisho especially 
if the lack of similar feeding centers in the area was taken into 
consideration.

Running a health convoy

92640 persons

HAI executed an urgent relief plan in the drought-stricken 
areas. 1870 displaced families received food parcels at 
“Korsen, Malen, Thager”- Banader governorate.  

Distributing food parcels

55870  persons

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries



Niger 

4,031,441 AED

91 Projects

515 Orphans
NO project name The amount

AED
1 Building mosques 2,020,845

2 Orphans’ sponsorship 679,247

3 Food assistance 226,068

4 Drilling wells 214,404

5
Running food centers for 
children 164,604

6
Building and running 
schools 130,438

7
Adahi distribution 
(sacrifices) 104,328

8 Urgent relief 102,433

9
Distributing Zakah Al-Fitr 
(Alms) 100,449

10 Fast-breaking 100,155

11
Building clinics and health 
care 95,662

12 Productive families 54,757

14 Distributing Eid dressing 38,051

Total 4,031,441

Spending on mosques’ establishment and maintenance headed HAI lists of 
expenditures for the accomplished projects (2.020.845 AED) while orphans’ 
projects occupied the second place for 679.247 AED. In the list, drilling wells 
fall in the third place by 214.404 AED. In brief, HAI carried out about 14 
projects. Added to the previously mentioned projects, HAI spent on: clinics, 
running feeding centers, Zakah Al-Fitr, distributing Adahi meat, establishing 
and running schools, urgent relief, Eid dressing, fast-breaking, productive 
families’ projects, food assistance, families’ sponsorship. The total budget of 
HAI implemented projects there mounted to 4.031.441 AED. 

679247

375086

3352194

1336726
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Samples of our projects in Niger

Human Appeal International has distributed food parcels 
on the poor families in Zindar territory. In this context, 
300 families have been served especially that the parcel 
comprises necessary requirements such as: sugar, rice, 
flour, legume, and other important requirements. 

Distributing food parcels

3220 persons

The people of Hrubinda- Zindar city were extremely 
delighted in the inauguration of “Emarat El-Khir” mosque 
that was built on 120 square meters. The mosque was 
supported with Quran copies and religion books. About 
10 thousand people got benefit of the plan.

Building “Emarat El-Khir” mosque

10 thousand people

HAI office in Niger has concluded the activities of medical 
checking and special eye surgeries. In the context of HAI 
plan, the medical team managed to fight blindness in 54 
curable cases. Beyond that various medicine kinds were 
provided.

Fighting blindness

54 persons

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries



India 

3,113,597 AED

79 Projects

996 OrphansNO project name The amount
AED

1 Orphans’ sponsorship 1,956,733

2 Maintaining mosques 275,910

3 Drilling wells 257,520

4 Fast-breaking 171,793

5
Building, maintaining 
and supporting schools 152,720

6
Distributing Zakah Al-
Fitr (Alms) 69,964

7 Maintaining houses 48,650

8 Medical clinics 63,553

9 Productive families 46,690

10 Eid dressing 20,258

11 Sponsoring a teacher 20,240

12 Assisting families 29,566

Total 3,113,597

The Emirati white hands reached India where HAI carried out 79 
projects. On top of the executed projects was orphans’ project 
plan for 1.9 AED. In relation to HAI team in India, various projects 
were carried out during 2011 including: food assistance, Zakah Al-
Fitr (Alms), Eid dressing, productive families, sponsoring teachers, 
school bags and clinics. In total, HAI expenditures in India mounted 
to 3.1 AED. 

1956733

1351692

1643136

2266816
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Sponsored Orphans’ Number:
Projects implemented in 2011:

The growth index of HAI projects magnitude in India 2008- 2011:

Cost/ AED

Projects

Projects

Projects

Projects

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans

Orphans
AED AED

AEDAED
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Samples of our projects in India

HAI office decided to inaugurate “Bustan Al-Ulum” 
school in Kirla / Brawil, Kudwali, Kuzikud. The school 
that was furnished with all interior requirements 
absorbed 300 students. It is expected that the 
school will receive more students during the current 
academic year.

Building schools 

18500 students

HAI, during Eid occasions, plans to proliferate 
happiness amongst poor families. Thus, it yearly 
puts forward the plans to distribute meat on the 
deserving families. It is worth noting that HAI carries 
out the project in more than 15 countries.  

Distributing Adahi meat

2309 persons

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries
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Indonesia 

1,776,153 AED

32 Projects

147 Orphans

NO project name The amount
AED

1 Building mosques 1,414,614

2 Drilling wells 134,611

3 Orphans’ sponsorship 88,602

4
Adahi distribution 
(sacrifices) 31,132

5 Distributing Eid dressing 23,938

6 Food assistance 13,046

7 Fast-breaking 38,150

8
Distributing Zakah Al-
Fitr (Alms) 32,060

Total 1,776,153

The total of the registered expenditures on 9 projects mounted to 
1.640.100 AED. The amount of expenditures on building and maintaining 
mosques reached 1.341.014 AED. In fact, spending on mosques has 
headed HAI expenditures in Indonesia and followed by wells drilling 
project costs 134.611 AED. In the third place were HAI plans tailored for 
orphans costing 88.602 AED. Following those three, the project of Adahi 
distribution mounted to 31.132 AED. Further, HAI ascribed some budget 
to carry out projects related to: food assistance, fast-breaking, running 
Quran memorization centers, Eid dressing.    

Projects Orphans

AEDAED 88602
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Projects executed during 2011: 

Projects Budget:

Projects Number:

Sponsored Orphans’ Number:

Projects implemented in 2011:

The index of HAI projects magnitude in Indonesia  2011:

Cost/ AED
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Samples of our projects in Indonesia

Water projects are considered the most important plans 
executed in Indonesia. The reason is that people there 
suffer from river pollution and they are unable to afford for 
drilling wells searching for drinking water. To confront this 
situation, HAI has put forward plans for drilling many wells to 
dig out potable water and preserve environment as well as 
protecting people there from infectious diseases.

Drilling wells 

3140 persons

During happy special occasions, HAI plans to proliferate 
joy amongst poor families and orphans through various 
projects. Thus, it carried out “Eid dressing” project. A great 
number of poor families were delighted and thankful for 
being granted new clothes to receive Eid and share others 
the happy times. 

Eid dressing

430 persons

In one of the isolated villages, HAI built “Al-Sahaba” mosque 
furnished with all requirements and audio-sets. Mosques 
there are necessary because they lack near mosques; thus 
the project was received with great delight.

Building mosques 

2400 persons

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries
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Media appendix 



The national day The national day 

Sheikh Humaid bin Rashid Al Nuaimi receives HAI sponsored orphans 
during the forty national day

Human Appeal International and its field 
offices has celebrated the forty national day 
for the United Arab Emirates   
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HAI employees and its orphans 

in the headquarter celebrating the 

Emirati national day 

Emirates’ consulate in Senegal receives HAI 

orphans and its team during the Emirati national 

day

The Emirati consulate in Jordan 

celebrates with with HAI orphans 

and its teams during the Emirati 

national day

orphans in Kyrgyz besides their supervisors 

celebrating the national day
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Our partners in charityOur partners in charity

The chairman of the administrative board and the secretary 

general receive  the Marshal Siwar al Thahab at HAI headquarter 

The Jordanian consulate visits HAI to get acquainted 

with HAI exerted efforts in Jordan  

The General Director of the municipality and planning department honors HAI as a distinct partner

The assistant secretary general and the chair of the public relations receive the evaluating committee 
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H.H Sheikh Ammar bin Humaid al Nuaimi honors HAI for 
sponsoring the activities of the educational area at Ajman

Majed Al-Fatim charitable establishment’s delegate visits HAI 
to create new chances for joint work

The secretary general honors the abstinent family 

at Um Al-Quwian 

The Jordanian Awqaf (endowments) minister receives a 

memorial logo from HAI assistant secretary 
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Secretary General of the executive board receives HAI 

support for “Ramadan Ajman” Festival 

The general director of Humaid bin Rashid Al Nuaimi 

foundation for human development visit HAI

 HAI honors the Media and Culture Department at Ajman for its cooperation in the project of school bags

HAI HAI honors Ajman free area 

Our partners in charityOur partners in charity
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Al-Humaidia police station receives HAI orphans in the context of raising awareness visit

HAI honors the administration of ports at Dubai International Airport for sponsoring charitable projects 
The assistant secretary honors the general 

representative of UNERW and the ambassador 
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The chief of Ajman police honors HAI in the drug day

Ramada hotel employees-Ajman join HAI humanitarian 
mission in Somalia 

HAI participates at DIHAD exhibition for humanitarian 
services organized in Dubai 

Our partners in charityOur partners in charity
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HAI honors City Center-AjmanAjman police celebrates with HAI sponsored orphans 

HAI participates at raising-awareness exhibition at Abu-Dhabi
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Awards and honors Awards and honors 

Ajman industrial and trade room Planning and municipality 
department in Ajman

Minister of interior award for 
distinction- UAE

Partners forum for the Planning and 
municipality department in Ajman

 General Directorate of Residency and 
Foreigners Affairs- Dubai

PKPU organization in Indonesia 
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Al-Shareja award for voluntary 
work

Sheikh Zaied housing program “Ramadan Ajman” 

Ajman University for science and 
technology

Securities and commodities authorityEducational area-Ajman
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With great love and appreciation, we address the benevolent hands for what it presented and gave 
generously of goodness in support for Human Appeal International projects, we say, with reluctance 
for being incapable of rewarding or thanking, blessed is your good deeds and bounty and may you be 
placed in paradise for your openhandedness that affect profoundly the orphans, the poor, and the needy. 
May Allah bless these efforts and the effluent benefaction. May Allah bring all prosperity to your lives. 

Thanks and appreciationThanks and appreciation

 مؤسسة عجمان
للمواصلات العامة

 القيادة العامة لشرطة عجمان
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Thanks and appreciation
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